
Wind River Ranger District Travel Management Field Trip    08/01/2015 

Participants:  

Mark Hinchberger; Tim Young; Greg Anderson (WGFD); Ted Knowles; Steve Banks; Margaret Wells; 
Sarah Walker; Nic Dobrick; Mike Franchini (FS); Travis Gabriel; Rick Metzger (FS); Rob Robertson 
(FS) 

Highlights from the trip: 

Rick explained that the principle theme for the day was enforcement and that the day would be spent 
looking at closures that worked and those that didn’t (discuss possible reasons why); seasonal closures; 
and those routes which dead end but are being extended by users.   

Discussion Points 

• It was brought up that one possible reason user created routes appear is that there is no legal way 
to get to a certain location (i.e. points of interest) even though it is within an area that allows 
motorized access. 

o Example given of old lookout above Union Pass 
o Idea would be to create a way for people to access those areas legally in a way that does 

not cause resource damage. 
• Uniformity of closures may help enforcement 
• Followi the three “E’s” of planning (engineering, education, and enforcement). If the system and 

closures are properly engineered and the public properly educated, the enforcement can be 
minimized. 

• Suggestion that public should be educated on why a specific road or trail is closed. The point is 
that if people understand that there are reasons a road is closed, they may be less likely to violate 
the closures than if they feel the FS is just keeping them out. 

• Discussion about how the OHV community may be able to participate in educating the public 
about closures. Idea is that if the clubs support the process, violations might be reduced. 

• Talked about the various maintenance levels and the fact that the travel regulations allowed for 
consideration of converting level 1 roads into motorized trails. 

• A lot of discussion about how best to increase the level of engagement by the public. One 
suggestion was to approach the various subdivisions to see if the Forest could be invited to their 
next homeowners association meeting. 

• Talked about the concept of pinch points and defensible sites as well as why they are necessary to 
improve the effectiveness of a closure.  This lead to the issue of what to do in those areas where 
there are no pinch points. 

Seasonal Closures 

• Union Pass road damage due to people going around snow drift in the spring. 
o Question: Would gate and seasonal closure be a way to deal with the situation? 
o Answer: A few felt this step would be very contentious and hard to enforce. 
o Trade-off was that plowing drift in spring would take money away from other road 

maintenance. 
o Borough’s loop another area where damage occurs when wet. Again a few felt a seasonal 

closure would be very contentious with general public. 
o Others felt that it could be acceptable if it was tied to a clear resource reason. 

 

 



Spurs 

• Spurs that are left open are sometimes extended and are in areas that are difficult to close 
effectively. Is it better to authorize the route?  Discussion followed about unauthorized routes that 
spur off open roads and lead somewhere, like a promontory view point. Maybe it would be better 
to add that route to the system and sign to help keep additional routes to the same location from 
developing. 

• Possible solution to roads that are very difficult to effectively close is to use range pitter to rip the 
road to make it impassable. 

o A pitter is a piece of equipment that turns the soil similar to a plow. Makes the route 
impassable or at least difficult. Also creates pockets that catch water and seed to help 
revegetate. 

• Discussed how best to alert the user that the road ends in “X” miles.  Some suggestions included:  
posting the mileage on the carsonite post at the beginning of the road, having that mileage shown 
on the travel map, and place a noticeable ending to the road (e.g., berm, buck and pole section, 
signs) 

• Discussed whether it was necessary to have the Forest present a map of all the known illegal 
routes as well as existing roads that are on the ground.  Some felt that this info would be a great 
help in knowing the situation in regards to potential loops and “hotspots” of routes.  Rick 
countered that he felt it was better to not have that info so that folks would get out on the ground 
to check out their ideas.   

• Rick closed the meeting with a reminder that we are not looking to change the back country 
character of the Forest so that it is unlikely there will be a great deal of change to the existing 
travel map. 


